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Abstract
New stealth amphiphilic copolymers based on polysarcosine (PSar) rather than poly(ethylene glycol) 
(PEG) have gained more attention for their use as excipients in nanomedicine. In this study, several 
polysarcosine-b-poly(γ-benzyl glutamate) (PSar-b-PGluOBn) block copolymers were synthesized by 
ring opening polymerization (ROP) of the respective N-carboxyanhydrides (NCAs) and were 
characterized by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), proton nuclear magnetic resonance 
(1H NMR) and size-exclusion chromatography (SEC). Copolymers had different PGluOBn block 
configuration (racemic L/D, pure L or pure D), degrees of polymerization of PSar between 28 and 76 and 
PGluOBn between 9 and 93, molar masses (Mn) between 5.0 and 24.6 kg.mol-1 and dispersities (Đ) 
lower than 1.4.  Nanoparticles of PSar-b-PGluOBn loaded with paclitaxel (PTX), a hydrophobic anti-
cancer drug, were obtained by nanoprecipitation. Their hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) ranged from 27 to 
118 nm with polydispersity indexes (PDI) between 0.01 and 0.20, as determined by dynamic light 
scattering (DLS). Their morphology was more spherical for copolymers with a racemic L/D PGluOBn 
block configuration synthesized at 5 °C. PTX loading efficiency was between 63 and 92% and loading 
contents between 7 and 15%. Using PSar-b-PGluOBn copolymers as excipients, PTX apparent water-
solubility was significantly improved by a factor up to 6600 to 660 µg.mL-1.

Keywords: polysarcosine, poly(γ-benzyl glutamate), NCA polymerization, self-assembly, nanoparticles, 
paclitaxel
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1 Introduction
Many active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) have a poor solubility in water, which limits their potential 
in clinics, especially for intraveneous (i.v.) administration. Drug discovery has led to an increasing 
number of new hydrophobic chemicals to the point where 90% of small molecules in discovery are 
considered poorly water-soluble,1 which is one of the main reasons why many new drug candidates do 
not reach the market. Moreover, commercially available formulations of hydrophobic APIs are composed 
of excipients and/or co-solvents to improve their solubility, but may lead to poor safety and tolerability.1 
A good example is paclitaxel (PTX), one of the most widely used chemotherapeutic agents due to its 
potency against a variety of solid tumors including breast, ovarian, lung and head and neck cancers.2 
The first PTX formulation approved in 1998 by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for parenteral 
administration, Taxol®, was composed of PTX in a co-solvent system comprising polyoxyethylated 
castor oil (Cremophor® EL) and absolute ethanol at a 50/50 v/v ratio. Although it allowed the dissolution 
of PTX at 6 mg.mL-1, this vehicle was responsible for severe side effects like hypersensitivity reactions.3 
To avoid the use of a co-solvent, new PTX formulations have been developed and are in various stages 
of clinical trials: an albumin-bound PTX Abraxane®, a liposome Lipusu®, and polymeric nanoparticles 
(NPs) Cynviloq IG-001/Genexol-PM and NK105.4,5 

Such nano-sized drug delivery systems (DDSs) allow the solubilization of the hydrophobic API in water, 
but also have various advantages such as preventing premature drug degradation, enhancing drug 
uptake into tumors by passive targeting, controlling the drug’s pharmacokinetic profile and thus 
improving its bioavailability.6–9 As DDSs, polymeric nanoparticles made from amphiphilic block 
copolymers have attracted increasing interest.10 Among them, polypept(o)ide-based NPs have the 
advantage of being biocompatible and biodegradable.11–14 In the case of PTX, NK105 is an example 
among others of a polymeric formulation where PTX is loaded in poly(ethylene glycol)-b-polypept(o)ide 
(PEG-b-polypept(o)ide) micelles.15–20 Even if poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) is widely used as a hydrophilic 
block for its water-solubility and its stealthiness, it presents major drawbacks as it is not biodegradable 
and can trigger immunogenic responses.21 Polysarcosine (PSar) has recently demonstrated its potential 
as a polypeptoide alternative to PEG since it has similar properties such as its hydrophilicity, stealthiness 
and low toxicity but has the advantage of being biodegradable as it is based on the endogenous amino 
acid derivative sarcosine, N-methyl glycine.21–23 Notably, polypeptoide-b-polypeptide copolymers 
(copolypept(o)ides) based on PSar-b-polypeptide have been investigated as excipients to develop new 
DDSs.11,23,24 Poly(γ-benzyl-L-glutamate) (PLGluOBn, pure L block) was found to be a suitable 
polypeptide hydrophobic block to load PTX,20 and is a well-studied -helical rod-like polymer to form 
DDSs.25–29 PSar-b-PLGluOBn copolypept(o)ides with a PSar block from 182 up to 400 repeat units have 
been investigated by Barz and coworkers in different fields of application,30,31 including cancer.11,32 PSar-
b-P(LGluOBn-co-DGluOBn) copolypept(o)ides with a racemic PGluOBn block and a PSar block with 
more than 125 repeat units were used as excipients to solubilize hydrophobic APIs including PTX.24 For 
this study, we designed various polysarcosine-b-poly(γ-benzyl glutamate) (PSar-b-PGluOBn) 
copolypept(o)ides of varying molar mass, hydrophilic fraction and PGluOBn block configuration 
(racemic, pure L or pure D), to investigate the impact on the self-assembly and PTX loading. The 
technical and cost constraints of industrial scale-up were also considered. For this purpose, copolymers 
with shorter molar masses than those of the prior art23,24,11 were designed to facilitate synthesis and 
yield less expensive products in the perspective of commercial applications. Here, we report the 
synthesis and characterization of different PSar-b-PGluOBn copolymers as well as the formulation and 
characterization of PTX-loaded nanoparticles resulting from their self-assembly.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials
Neopentylamine was purchased from TCI Europe. Paclitaxel was purchased from Key Organics. 
LGluOBn NCA, DGluOBn NCA and Sar NCA were sampled from PMC Isochem batches. DMF 
NORMAPUR® grade with a maximum water content of 0.05%, was purchased from Avantor. Ethyl 
acetate and methyl tertiary-butyl ether (MTBE) were purchased respectively from Brenntag and Univar. 
Acetonitrile (HPLC grade) was purchased from VWR. α-Cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (α-CHCA, used 
as the matrix for MALDI-TOF experiments, was of the highest grade available and used without further 
purification) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Water was ultrapure grade. Unless stated otherwise, 
materials and solvents were used as such and the temperature was room temperature (22 – 28 °C).
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2.2 Instrumentation

2.2.1 FTIR 

NCA polymerization was monitored by Fourrier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy on a Thermo 
Scientific Nicolet iS5 spectrometer equipped with an ID7 ATR module. Data were processed using 
OMNIC 9.7 software. Polymerizations were stopped when NCA-associated carbonyl bands at 1850 and 
1778 cm-1 had disappeared, corresponding to the total NCA consumption. Purified polymers were also 
analyzed by FTIR in solid state.

2.2.2 1H NMR

2.2.2.1 1H NMR at 80 MHz

Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (1H NMR) spectroscopy was performed on a 80 MHz MAGRITEK 
Spinsolve 80 Carbon, with the following parameters: NS = 64, repetition time = 10 to 30 s, pulse angle 
= 90, by dissolving the product in deuterated water (D2O) or dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO-d6) at a 
concentration between 20 and 50 g.L-1. Data were processed using SpinSolve and MestReNova 
softwares. 1H NMR was used to determine degrees of polymerization (n) of the PSar block and 
composition (x+y) of the PGluOBn block. Calibration was performed on the signal at 0.84 ppm of the 9 
protons of the t-butyl chain-end of the neopentylamine initiator. Signal of the methyl protons of PSar 
segment at 3.10 – 2.67 ppm was used to evaluate n, and signals of the benzyl and the methylene 
protons of PGluOBn block respectively at 7.28 and 5.01 ppm were used to assess (x+y).

2.2.2.2 1H-DOSY NMR at 600 MHz

Diffusion-ordered spectroscopy was subcontracted to GreenPharma and performed on a Brüker Avance 
DRX-600 MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe-head. The product (10 mg) was dissolved in 
DMSO-d6 (600 µL). Spectra were acquired with the ledbpgp2s pulse program from Bruker Topspin 
software with the following parameters for PSar66-b-PLGluOBn23: ns=8, p30=1.9ms, p19=1.0ms, 
d20=180ms, d21=5ms, d16=200us, 1_TD=32, GAB d1=10s, G=6.44 Gauss/mm. The same parameters 
were used for PSar S1 except the following ones that were adapted: p30=1.5ms, d20=100ms. Data 
were processed using MestReNova software with the peak fit algorithm, 65536 points in the F2 
dimension, 128 points in the F1 dimension and an auto decay component (multi-exponential 
processing).

2.2.3 MALDI-TOF MS

Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization/Time Of Flight (MALDI-TOF/TOF) UltrafleXtreme mass 
spectrometry (MS) was performed on a Bruker Daltonics mass spectrometer. Mass spectra were 
obtained in linear or reflector positive ion mode. The laser intensity was set just above the ion generation 
threshold to obtain peaks with the highest possible signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio without significant peak 
broadening. All data were processed using the FlexAnalysis software package (Bruker Daltonics). 
Polysarcosine samples were solubilized in methanol at 10 g/L and diluted to 0.5 g/L in the matrix 
composed of α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) at 10 g/L in an acetonitrile/water 1/1 v/v mixture. 
Three deposits of 1 µL of the diluted solution were made on the MALDI plate. A close external calibration 
was carried out using PEG (1000, 2000 and 3500 g/mol).

2.2.4 SEC in DMF

2.2.4.1 SEC in DMF with RI detector

Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) analyses in DMF in the presence of 0.45%w/v LiBr were 
performed on an Agilent 1260 LC equipped with a diode array detector (DAD) and a differential refractive 
index detector (dRI) and a three-column set of PSS GRAM analytical columns (100 Å, 8 x 300 mm, 10 
μm; 100 Å, 8 x 300 mm, 10 μm; 1000 Å, 8 x 300 mm, 10 μm) with exclusion limits from 100 to 1 000 
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000 g.mol-1. Analyses were carried out on samples prepared in DMF + LiBr at 45 °C using the same 
solvent as eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL.min-1 and filtered on a 0.45 µm hydrophilic polytetrafluoroethylene 
(H-PTFE) syringe filter. Data were acquired and processed with OpenLAB Chemstation software.

SEC for the characterization of copolymers

To determine the number average molar mass (Mn) and dispersity (Đ) of polymers and copolymers, 
analyses were carried out on polymer samples prepared at 4 g.L-1. EasiVial kit of polystyrenes (PS) from 
Agilent was used as standard (266 to 66 000 g.mol-1). And data were further processed with Cirrus add-
on.

SEC for the characterization of nanoparticles

To determine the copolymer concentration in the PTX-loaded nanoparticles ([C]NPs), a volume of 400 µL 
of each sample of NPs was dried using a centrifugal evaporator (SP Genevac EZ2, water evaporation 
automatic program). The samples injected in SEC were prepared by dissolving the dried sample in 1 mL 
of DMF + LiBr, hence a dilution by 2.5).

A standard curve in DMF + LiBr was prepared for each copolymer with concentrations ([C]) between 1 
and 4 g.L-1. Linear regression of the area obtained for the RI signal versus [C] was plotted for each 
copolymer to obtain standard curve equations. 

For each formulated sample, [C]NPs was determined using the peak area obtained and the appropriate 
standard curve equation, and then multiplying by the factor of dilution. 

Copolymer recovery (CR) was calculated as the ratio of m(C)NPs (obtained using [C]NPs) divided by the 
mass of copolymer initially fed in the NPs’ preparation.

Drug loading content (DLC) of the PTX-loaded NPs was calculated as the ratio of the mass of PTX 
recovered at the final stage of the NPs’ preparation (m(PTX)NPs, obtained by UPLC) divided by the mass 
of the NPs; the mass of NPs being the sum of the mass of copolymer (obtained using [C]NPs by SEC) 
and m(PTX)NPs.

2.2.4.2 SEC in DMF with RI and LS detectors

Another SEC chain in DMF equipped with a light scattering detector was also used to analyze the 
copolymers. SEC analyses in DMF in the presence of 1 g.L-1 LiBr were performed on ThermoScientific 
UltiMate 3000 chromatography system equipped with a DAD, DRI detector and a multi-angle light 
scattering detector (MALS) from Wyatt technology, and two Shodex Asahipak GF310 and GF510 
columns (7.5 x 300 mm, 5 µm) with exclusion limits from 500 to 300 000 g.mol-1. Polymer samples were 
solubilized at 5 g.L-1 in DMF + LiBr for 24h and filtered on a 0.45 µm PTFE syringe filter. Analyses were 
carried out at 50 °C using the same solvent as eluent at a flow rate of 0.5 mL.min-1. Toluene was used 
as a flow marker. Data were acquired and processed with Astra software. The absolute number average 
molar mass (Mn) and dispersity (Đ) of copolymers was determined using a calibration of columns made 
with PS standards. The molar mass distribution was obtained by LS using dn/dc of PS = 0.1590 mL.g-

1).

2.2.5 SEC in H2O/ACN

SEC analyses in water/acetonitrile/trifluoroacetic acid (H2O/ACN/TFA) 60/40/0.1 v/v/v were performed 
on a Malvern Panalytical Omnisec Resolve and Reveal equipped with a UV detector, dRI detector, 
RALS-LALS detector and a set of 3 Waters Ultrahydrogel columns (two columns 250 Å, 7.8 x 300 mm, 
6 μm and one column 500 Å, 7.8 x 300 mm, 10 μm) with exclusion limits from 1 000 to 400 000 g.mol-1. 
Analyses were carried out on polymer samples prepared in H2O/ACN/TFA 60/40/0.1 v/v/v at 38 °C using 
the same solvent as eluent at a flow rate of 0.7 mL.min-1 and filtered on a 0.2 µm nylon syringe filter. 
Data were acquired and processed with Omnisec software. The dn/dc of polysarcosine S1 (purity 
98.4%) was determined at 0.1545 mL.g-1 with this system by performing a calibration using seven 
different concentrations. This dn/dc was used to determine the true number average molar mass (Mn) 
and dispersity (Đ) of PSar S1 and S2.
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2.2.6 CMC determination

Critical micellar concentration (CMC) determination was subcontracted to DataPhysics Instruments. 
Surface tension was measured with a Dynamic contact angle tensiometer DCAT 25 at room temperature 
using the Wilhelmy plate method (19.9 mm length and 0.2 mm thickness) on a series of dilutions of a 
polymer suspension in water starting at 0.5 mmol/L (stirring duration of 2 minutes per dilution step).

2.2.7 DLS

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were carried out on a Zetasizer Pro (Malvern Panalytical) 
equipped with a He-Ne laser (633 nm), at 25 °C and a scattering angle of 174.8°. Software used was 
ZS Explorer. A low volume plastic cell of 10 mm optical path length was filled with 70 µL of sample. 
Viscosity of the dispersant was corrected according to the solvent or mixture of solvents used. Data 
were acquired on three different measurements with an automatic optimization of the number and 
duration of runs per measurement. Results are expressed as an average of these measurements. Dh of 
the objects is the intensity mean for each population. PDI is calculated from the autocorrelation functions 
using the cumulant method. Procedure for the determination of PSar molar mass by DLS was adapted 
from literature.22 Briefly, solutions of S1 and S2 were prepared at 10 g/L in PBS by overnight dissolution 
followed by filtration on a 0.2 µm polyethersulfone (PES) syringe filter. Weight average molar mass (Mw) 
was determined using the measured hydrodynamic radius (Rh) and the relation from literature: 𝑅ℎ

. = 0.041𝑀𝑤
0.45

2.2.8 Zeta-potential

Zeta-potential (ZP) measurements were carried out on a Zetasizer Pro (Malvern Panalytical) equipped 
with a He-Ne laser (633 nm), at 25 °C and a scattering angle of 174.8°. Software used was ZS Explorer. 
A folded capillary cell (DTS1070) was filled with 1 mL of sample diluted 1:100 in water. Data were 
acquired over six different automatic measurements. Zeta-potential (ZP) values and ZP deviations are 
expressed as an average and standard deviation of these six measurements.

2.2.9 UPLC

Ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) measurements were performed on an Acquity UPLC 
H-class from Waters equipped with a reversed-phase column (Acquity BEH, C18, 130 Å, 50 mm x 
2.1 mm x 1.7 µm, Waters) and a diode array detector (DAD) Acquity eλ from Waters. Data were acquired 
and processed with Empower 3 software. The gradient elution was performed with 2 solvents: solvent 
A was water in the presence of 0.05 %v/v trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and solvent B acetonitrile in the 
presence of 0.05 %v/v TFA. Column was equilibrated for at least 30 min at a A:B mixture of 80:20. The 
sequence duration was 8 min with the following gradient of A:B solvents: 0 – 2.5 min 80:20, 2.5 – 4 min 
5:95, 4 – 8 min 80:20. Eluents were degassed by the machine. Flow rate was 0.6 mL.min-1. Column 
temperature was 35 °C. Injected volume was 3 µL. UV detector was set at 254 nm. Typical retention 
time of PTX was 2.24 min.

Loading efficiency (LE) of the PTX-loaded NPs was determined by UPLC. The injected samples were 
prepared by dissolving 90 µL of NPs in 910 µL of ACN:DMF 90/10 v/v (hence a dilution by 11.1) followed 
by a filtration with a 0.2 µm H-PTFE syringe filter. 

A standard curve in ACN:H2O:DMF 90:9:1 v/v/v was prepared with PTX concentrations ([PTX]) between 
50 and 200 µg.mL-1. Linear regression of the area at 254 nm versus [PTX] was plotted to obtain the 
standard curve equation. 

For each formulated sample, PTX concentration in nanoparticles ([PTX]NPs) was determined using the 
peak area obtained and the standard curve equation, and then multiplying by the factor of dilution. 

LE was calculated as the ratio of m(PTX)NPs (obtained using [PTX]NPs) divided by the mass of PTX 
initially fed in the NPs’ preparation.

2.2.10 HS-GC

Headspace gas chromatography (HS-GC) was used to dose the content of DMF as a residual solvent 
in formulations. HS-GC were performed on an Agilent 7890B GC system equipped with split/splitless 
injector, a flame ionization detector (FID), an Agilent 7697A autosampler and using a CP Sil 5CB column 
(50 m length, 0.32 mm diameter, 5 µm film thickness). A known quantity of sample was introduced into 
a 20 mL crimp vial and dissolved with a few milliliters of a low volatile solvent (water, DMSO or NMP). 
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The vial was crimped and incubated in order to reach an equilibrium of concentration of the residual 
solvent between the liquid phase and the gas phase. The headspace of the vial was then injected into 
the GC system via a split injector and the residual solvent was detected by FID. Data were acquired and 
processed using OpenLAB Chemstation software.

2.2.11 Cryo-TEM

Cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) images were recorded on a LaB6 JEOL 2100 
(JEOL, Japan) operating at 200 kV. The samples were prepared by placing a drop of a nanoparticle 
suspension on a holey carbon grid (Quantifoil Micro Tools GmbH, Germany). Excess solution was 
blotted off with a filter paper. The grid was quickly immersed in liquid ethane, placed on a Gatan 626 
cryo-holder and transferred to the microscope. The grids were observed at low temperature (-180 °C) 
and under low dose conditions (JEOL minimum dose system). Pictures were taken with an Ultrascan 
1000 with a 2k x 2k CCD camera (Gatan, USA) and analyzed with ImageJ software.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 PSarn synthesis

Typically, Sar NCA (35.0 g, 304 mmol, 28 eq) was dissolved in dry DMF (350 mL) at room temperature 
followed by the addition of neopentylamine as initiator (1276 µL, 10.8 mmol, 1 eq). The reaction mixture 
was stirred at room temperature and after the end of CO2 evolution, completion of the reaction was 
confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy (disappearance of the NCA carbonyl peaks at 1853 and 1786 cm−1). 
Precipitation of the polymer was performed at room temperature by pouring the reaction mixture over 
1.4 L of ethyl acetate under vigorous stirring. After filtration, the product was reslurried and washed twice 
with 125 mL of ethyl acetate and then dried under vacuum. PSar28 (S2) was obtained with a yield of 
85%.
1H NMR: PSar28 (S2) (80 MHz, D2O): δ [ppm] = 4.63 – 4.04 (55H (2n), br, CO-CH2-NCH3-), 3.30 – 2.78 
(90H (3n), br, -NCH3-), 0.90 (9H, d, C(CH3)-CH2-NH, initiator moiety).

2.3.2 PSarn-b-P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny) synthesis using PSarn block as macroinitiator

PSar block S1 (Mn = 5.3 kg.mol-1, 0.7 g, 0.13 mmol, 1.0 eq) was dissolved in dry DMF (17 mL) at room 
temperature. A mixture of LGluOBn NCA (1.7 g, 6.38 mmol, 49 eq) and DGluOBn NCA (1.7 g, 
6.38 mmol, 49 eq) powders was added to the reaction medium. The reaction mixture was stirred at 5 °C 
and after the end of CO2 evolution, completion of the reaction was confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy. 
Precipitation of the copolymer was performed at room temperature by pouring the reaction mixture over 
170 mL of MTBE under vigorous stirring. After filtration, the product was reslurried and washed with 
2 x 30 mL of MTBE and then dried under vacuum. Copolymer PSar58-b-P(LGluOBn40-co-DGluOBn40) 
(4b) was obtained with a yield of 76%.
1H NMR: PSar58-b-P(LGluOBn40-co-DGluOBn40) (4b) (80 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ [ppm] = 8.12 (69H (x+y), 
br,-NH-, labile H), 7.27 (394H (5(x+y)), s, -C6H5), 5.01 (160H (2(x+y)), s, -CH2-C6H5), 4.67 – 3.67 (189H 
(2n+1(x+y)), br, CO-CH2-NCH3- and CO-CH-NH), 3.13 – 2.65 (174H (3n), br, -NCH3-), 2.41 – 1.37 ( 
270H (4(x+y), br, -CH-CH2-CH2-CO), 0.83 (9H, d, C(CH3)-CH2-NH, initiator moiety).

2.3.3 PSarn-b-P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny) synthesis using the one-pot polymerization method

Sar NCA (3.4 g, 29.6 mmol, 70 eq) was dissolved in dry DMF at room temperature followed by the 
addition of neopentylamine as initiator (49.9 µL, 0.42 mmol, 1 eq). The reaction was stirred at room 
temperature and after the end of CO2 evolution, completion of the reaction was confirmed by FTIR 
spectroscopy. To the reaction medium containing PSar was added LGluOBn NCA (1.2 g, 4.52 mmol, 
11 eq) and DGluOBn NCA (1.2 g, 4.52 mmol, 11 eq) previously weighted and mixed. After 20 h at room 
temperature, total consumption of NCAs was confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy. Precipitation of the 
copolymer was performed at room temperature by pouring the reaction mixture over 300 mL of MTBE 
under vigorous stirring. After filtration, the product was reslurried with 2 x 100 mL of MTBE and then 
dried under vacuum. Copolymer PSar76-b-P(LGluOBn9-co-DGluOBn9) (3b) was obtained with a yield of 
54%.
1H NMR: PSar76-b-P(LGluOBn9-co-DGluOBn9) (3b) (80 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ [ppm] = 8.41 – 7.86 (17H 
(x+y), br,-NH-, labile H), 7.29 (84H (5(x+y)), s, -C6H5), 5.03 (38H (2(x+y)), s, -CH2-C6H5), 4.75 – 3.73 
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(147H (2n+1(x+y)), br, CO-CH2-NCH3- and CO-CH-NH), 3.17 – 2.62 (227H (3n), br, -NCH3-), 2.40 – 
1.41 (63H (4(x+y)), br, -CH-CH2-CH2-CO), 0.84 (9H, s, C(CH3)-CH2-NH, initiator moiety).

2.3.4 P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny)-b-PSarn synthesis

LGluOBn NCA (1.6 g, 6.0 mmol, 12 eq) and DGluOBn NCA (1.6 g, 6.0 mmol, 12 eq) were dissolved in 
40 mL of dry DMF at room temperature followed by the addition of neopentylamine as initiator (58.5 µL, 
0.50 mmol, 1 eq). The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature and after the end of CO2 
evolution, completion of the reaction was confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy. Sar NCA (4.0 g, 34.8 mmol, 
70 eq) was then added to the reaction mixture. Again, the reaction mixture was stirred at room 
temperature and after the end of CO2 evolution, completion of the reaction was confirmed by FTIR 
spectroscopy. Precipitation of the copolymer was performed at room temperature by pouring the 
reaction mixture over 300 mL of MTBE under vigorous stirring. After filtration, the product was reslurried 
with 200 mL and then 100 mL of MTBE and then dried under vacuum. Copolymer P(LGluOBn13-co-
DGluOBn13)-b-PSar75 (9) was obtained with a yield of 89%.
1H NMR: P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13)-b-PSar75 (9) (80 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ [ppm] = 8.57 – 7.85 (23H 
(x+y), br,-NH-, labile H), 7.28 (116H (5(x+y)), s, -C6H5), 5.02 (52H (2(x+y)), s, -CH2-C6H5), 4.73-3.77 
(158H (2n+1(x+y)), br, CO-CH2-NCH3- and CO-CH-NH), 3.16-2.63 (224H (3n), br, -NCH3-), 2.41-1.39 ( 
91H (4(x+y), br, -CH-CH2-CH2-CO), 0.77 (9H, s, C(CH3)-CH2-NH, initiator moiety).

2.3.5 P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny)-b-PSarn-Ac synthesis

P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13)-b-PSar75 (9) (Mn = 7.0 kg.mol-1, 1.0 g, 0.143 mmol, 1 eq) was dissolved in 
10 mL of dry DMF at room temperature followed by the addition of DMAP (17.5 mg, 0.14 mmol, 1 eq), 
and NMM (172.8 µL, 1.57 mmol, 11 eq). After full dissolution, acetic anhydride (135.0 µL, 1.43 mmol, 
10 eq) was added and the reaction mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature. Precipitation of 
the resulting copolymer was performed at room temperature by pouring the reaction mixture over 50 mL 
of MTBE under vigorous stirring. After filtration, the product was reslurried with 2 x 10 mL of MTBE and 
then dried under vacuum. Copolymer P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11)-b-PSar68-Ac (10) was obtained with 
a yield of 77%.
1H NMR: P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11)-b-PSar68-Ac (10) (80 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ [ppm] = 8.51-7.78 (21H 
(x+y), br,-NH-, labile H), 7.28 (103H (5(x+y)), s, -C6H5), 5.01 (47H (2(x+y)), s, -CH2-C6H5), 4.68-3.57 
(154H (2n+1(x+y)), br, CO-CH2-NCH3- and CO-CH-NH), 3.16-2.59 (205H (3n), br, -NCH3-), 2.32-1.44 ( 
73H (4(x+y), br, -CH-CH2-CH2-CO), 0.84 (9H, d, C(CH3)-CH2-NH, initiator moiety).

2.3.6 Preparation of PTX-loaded nanoparticles

Each PSar-b-PGluOBn copolymer described in this work (1–10) was tested separately with the following 
formulation procedure, adapted from the literature.11 Solutions of one type of copolymer and PTX were 
prepared in DMF at 200 g.L-1 and 20 g.L-1, respectively. A solution of PTX was prepared in DMF at 20 
g.L-1. A solution at a feed weight ratio (FWR) of 10% was prepared in DMF at a copolymer concentration 
of 100 g.L-1 and a PTX concentration of 10 g.L-1. Using a syringe pump (Fusion 100-X, Chemyx), 1 mL 
of this organic solution was injected at a flow rate (FR) of 30 mL.min-1 in 9 mL of ultrapure water under 
400 rpm stirring. After complete addition, stirring was pursued for 5 min. The nanoparticle suspensions 
freshly obtained in a H2O/DMF mixture at 9/1 v/v were purified to remove DMF and unloaded drug by a 
first filtration on a 0.2 µm PES syringe filter, followed by a gel filtration column (PD-10 desalting, Cytiva, 
gravity flow) using phosphate buffer saline (PBS, 1X) as eluent to recover purified nanoparticles in PBS. 
Fractions containing PTX were combined, volume was measured to determine the column dilution factor 
(DF). Finally, a second filtration on a 0.2 µm PES syringe filter was performed to mimic sterile filtration.

This procedure was adapted for the screening of the procedure conditions using PSar58-b-P(LGluOBn40-
co-DGluOBn40) (4b): FWR of 5, 10 and 20% and FR of 1, 10 and 30 mL.min-1 were tested. To adapt 
FWR, the copolymer concentration in DMF was maintained at 100 g.L-1, and the PTX concentration in 
DMF was varied at 5, 10 or 20 g.L-1. For FWR 20%, copolymer and PTX were weighted in the same 
flask to directly obtain a solution at 100 g.L-1 of copolymer and 20 g.L-1 of PTX (since PTX was not 
soluble at 40 g.L-1 at room temperature).
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 PAA synthesis and characterization
Polysarcosinen-b-poly((γ-benzyl L-glutamate)x-co-(γ-benzyl D-glutamate)y) (PSarn-b-P(LGluOBnx-co-
DGluOBny)) block copolymers were synthesized by ring opening polymerization (ROP) of corresponding 
α-amino acid N-carboxyanhydrides (NCAs) in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). Two PSar blocks with 
different molar masses were prepared (Scheme 1, STEP A): the polymer S1, a PSar70 of 5 kg.mol-1 and 
S2, a PSar28 of 2 kg.mol-1. These PSar molar masses were chosen since they are lower than those of 
the prior art,23,24,11 and also because they are often used for PEG,33–35 and equivalence between molar 
mass of PEG and PSar has already been shown in the literature.22 The ring opening polymerization of 
Sar NCA was initiated by neopentylamine and its consumption was followed by Fourier-transform 
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy with the disappearance of carbonyl peaks at 1853 and 1786 cm−1. These 
two PSar were synthesized on a scale of several tens of grams in order to polymerize the GluOBn block 
starting with the same macroinitiator batch to have no variability of PSar length in the final copolymers. 
After isolation and purification, both PSar were characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy, SEC, MALDI-
TOF MS and DLS. S1 and S2 were obtained with a yield from 70 to 85% and a dispersity lower than 
1.22. The results obtained were in good agreement with the theoretical values (Table S1, Figures S1, 
S2).

Scheme 1. Two-steps synthesis of PSarn-b-P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny) copolymers: STEP A, ROP of Sar NCA 
using neopentylamine as initiator; and STEP B, ROP of LGluOBn and/or DGluOBn NCAs using PSar synthesized 
in STEP A as macroinitiator.

Then, the PSar block (S1 or S2) was used as macroinitiator for the synthesis of the hydrophobic 
PGluOBn block. Lengths of the PGluOBn block were chosen to reach two different hydrophilic weight 
fractions (f): 50% and 20%. f was defined as the ratio of the Mn of the PSar block to the Mn of the whole 
copolymer and the Mn used in this calculation are the ones determined by 1H NMR. In the first set of 
experiments, GluOBn NCA was introduced as a racemic mixture of LGluOBn NCA and DGluOBn NCA 
in order to obtain a racemic hydrophobic block (Scheme 1, STEP B). Degrees of polymerization (n) of 
the PSar block and composition (x+y) of the PGluOBn block were determined by 1H NMR. Calibration 
was performed on the signal at 0.84 ppm of the 9 protons t-butyl chain-end of the neopentylamine 
initiator. Signal of the methyl protons of PSar segment at 3.10 – 2.67 ppm was used to evaluate n, and 
signals of respectively the benzyl and the methylene protons of PGluOBn block at 7.28 and 5.01 ppm 
were used to assess (x+y) (Figure 1, S3–S9). The characteristics of the obtained copolymers are 
summarized in Table 1. 

As expected, degrees of polymerization of the PSar block in the four copolymers were close to the 
values determined with the 1H NMR spectrum of respective PSar macroinitiators S1 and S2. Likewise, 
the polymerization degrees of PGluOBn blocks (x+y) were very close to the expected values for all four 
copolymers leading to hydrophilic fractions f of 50% and 48% for respectively PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn4.5-
co-DGluOBn4.5) (1) and PSar70-b-P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13) (3a), and 21% for PSar28-b-
P(LGluOBn17-co-DGluOBn17) (2) and PSar75-b-P(LGluOBn46-co-DGluOBn46) (4a). SEC analyses 
showed well-defined copolymers with dispersities lower than 1.24 (slightly higher dispersity of 1.45 in 
the case of PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn17-co-DGluOBn17) (2)) (Figure 2, S10) and apparent molar masses in 
good agreement with theoretical values. Finally, all copolymers were obtained in rather high yields 
between 70 and 76%.
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Figure 1. 1H NMR spectrum (80 MHz) of the PSar70-b-P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13) (3a) copolymer in DMSO-d6 
and its chemical structure.

Figure 2. SEC traces (DMF, RI detection) of four PSarn-b-P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny) copolymers.

The possibility of using a one-pot polymerization method was also explored. For this purpose, after total 
consumption of the Sar NCA monitored with FTIR spectroscopy, the LGluOBn and DGluOBn NCAs were 
added as a mix of powders, without any intermediate isolation and purification of the PSar block. The 
engaged mass of NCAs was always calculated to achieve the targeted hydrophilic weight fraction f. The 
copolymer (PSar76-b-P(LGluOBn9-co-DGluOBn9) (3b), Table 1) was obtained with a lower yield (54%) 
and presented a lower molar mass than the theoretical value of 10 kg.mol-1: 9.3 kg.mol-1 (1H NMR, 
Figure S5) and 7.9 kg.mol-1 (SEC, Figure S10). Furthermore, the hydrophilic fraction of 58% is 
significantly higher than the 50% aimed value. These observations are slightly different from the results 
reported by Birke et al.11 who evidenced similar results whether a sequential approach or a one-pot 
synthesis was used. As they mentioned, both have advantages: in the sequential approach, the 
intermediate characterization of the block that will be used as macroinitiator allows for better adjustment 
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of the number of equivalents for the second block polymerization, while the one-pot method is faster 
and more practical from a process scale-up perspective. We chose the sequential method with the 
objective to get better control over the PSar length and hydrophilic fraction of the resulting copolymer 
and more comparable results by using the same PSar macroinitiator batch.

In a first attempt to synthesize the targeted copolymer PSar70-b-P(LGluOBn45-co-DGluOBn45), the 
PGluOBn block was polymerized at room temperature (batch PSar76-b-P(LGluOBn47-co-DGluOBn47) 
(4c)) and led to a total consumption of GluOBn NCA (controlled by FTIR spectroscopy), which is 
consistent with the n and (x+y) values found by 1H NMR (Figure S9). Nevertheless, the SEC analysis 
highlights a lack of control of the polymerization in this case, leading to a smaller than expected Mn and 
higher dispersity (Table 1, Figure S10). The phenomenon of chain-end cyclization may be observed in 
this case, especially as the length of the PGluOBn block is high (90 repeat units) and therefore the 
polymerization time is longer. This intramolecular reaction of amidation between the primary amine end-
group and the benzyl ester lateral group of the last GluOBn repeat unit leads to the termination of the 
macromolecular growing chain. Indeed, Heise and coll.36 showed by mass spectrometry analyses that 
chains with pyroglutamate end-groups are no longer present when polymerization is conducted at 0 °C. 
Other studies supported this result and demonstrated that polymerizing the PGluOBn block at a low 
temperature (between 0 °C and 5 °C) reduces the occurrence of this undesired termination reaction.37–

39 In this respect, new batches were synthesized at a controlled temperature of 5 °C. The polymerization 
was performed twice (PSar75-b-P(LGluOBn46-co-DGluOBn46) (4a) and PSar58-b-P(LGluOBn40-co-
DGluOBn40) (4b)). The good agreement between 1H NMR and SEC analyses in comparison with 
theoretical values (Table 1, Figures S7, S8, S10) confirms that the desired copolymer was successfully 
obtained. This also proves the robustness and the repeatability of our polymerization pathway at 5 °C 
to obtain well-defined PSarn-b-P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny) copolymers, even with hydrophobic blocks of 
rather high molar masses. In the case of PSar70-b-P(LGluOBn12-co-DGluOBn12), another experiment 
was performed to check if the polymerization of the PGluOBn block at 5 °C presents any advantage. 
When compared to PSar70-b-P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13) (3a), the results obtained for PSar63-b-
P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11) (3c) were not significantly improved (Table 1): slightly lower NMR Mn, 
same f, comparable SEC Mn and slightly lower dispersity (1.17 against 1.23) and a slightly better yield 
(84% against 76%). To conclude, we optimized the synthesis conditions for the polymerization of PSarn-
b-P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny) with a racemic PGluOBn block. We chose the sequential approach of 
polymerizing the PGluOBn from a well-defined PSar macroinitiator. Depending on the length of the 
aimed PGluOBn block, the polymerization temperature was adapted: room temperature gave good 
results as long as the targeted molar mass was sufficiently low (up to 34 GluOBn repeat units) in the 
cases of (1), (2), (3a), (3b) copolymers); whereas polymerization of the PGluOBn block at 5 °C was 
necessary when aiming the high molar mass of copolymers (4a), (4b) (90 GluOBn repeat units).
Table 1. Characteristics of the different PSarn-b-P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny) copolymers obtained by polymerization 
of a racemic PGluOBn block starting from a PSar macroinitiator.

PSarn-b-P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny)

      Obtained
Targeted1

NMR4 SEC5

Name n x y Mn f T3 n x + y Mn f Mn Ð Yield

 

PSar2

   (kg.mol-1) (%) (°C)   (kg.mol-1) (%) (kg.mol-1)  (%)

PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn4.5-co-DGluOBn4.5) (1) S2 28 4.5 4.5 4.0 50 RT 28 9 4.0 50 5.0 1.22 70

PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn17-co-DGluOBn17) (2) S2 28 18 18 10.0 20 RT 28 33 9.2 21 8.7 1.45 73

PSar70-b-P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13) (3a) S1 70 12 12 10.0 50 RT 70 25 10.5 48 9.4 1.23 76

PSar76-b-P(LGluOBn9-co-DGluOBn9) (3b) / 70 12 12 10.0 50 RT 76 18 9.3 58 7.9 1.21 54

PSar63-b-P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11) (3c) S1 70 12 12 10.2 50 5 63 22 9.3 48 9.2 1.17 84

PSar75-b-P(LGluOBn46-co-DGluOBn46) (4a) S1 70 45 45 25.0 20 5 75 91 25.3 21 24.6 1.24 70

PSar58-b-P(LGluOBn40-co-DGluOBn40) (4b) S1 70 45 45 25.0 20 5 58 79 21.4 19 23.8 1.26 76

PSar76-b-P(LGluOBn47-co-DGluOBn47) (4c) S1 70 45 45 25.0 20 RT 76 93 25.6 20 18.4 1.34 60

1 Targeted values are calculated according to n = [Sar NCA]0 /[neopentylamine]0 in the PSar macroinitiator synthesis; x = [LGluOBn 
NCA]0 /[PSar]0 and y = [DGluOBn NCA]0 /[PSar]0 in the copolymer synthesis using PSar block as macroinitiator
2 PSar batch used as macroinitiator
/ PSar block intermediate not isolated
3 Temperature of polymerization of the PGluOBn block
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RT: room temperature
4 Determined by 1H NMR in DMSO-d6
5 Determined by SEC in DMF, RI detection, PS calibration

The possibility of polymerizing an enantiomerically pure hydrophobic block was also studied. We 
decided to focus on the copolymer with a 5.0 kg.mol-1 PSar block and a hydrophilic fraction f = 50%, 
with a PGluOBn block of 23 repeat units and 5.0 kg.mol-1. In a first attempt, the LGluOBn hydrophobic 
block was polymerized from the S1 macroinitiator as previously described, both at room temperature 
(RT) and at 0 °C. The characteristics of these two copolymers are summarized in Table S2, 1H NMR 
spectra and SEC traces are presented in Figures S11–S13. The polymerization made at room 
temperature led to results in good agreement with theoretical values: degree of polymerization of the 
PSar block n = 66 and degree of polymerization of the PGluOBn block xNMR = 23 according to the 1H 
NMR spectrum (Figure S11) and Mn = 9.8 kg.mol-1 with a dispersity of 1.36 by SEC (Table S2). 
However, the RI trace by SEC revealed a bimodal distribution (Figure S13). The synthesis performed 
at 0 °C led to a PLGluOBn block significantly lower than expected (xNMR = 11, when 23 was aimed, 
Figure S12), a copolymer molar mass significantly lower than expected (Mn SEC = 6.0 kg.mol-1, Table 
S2), and a bimodal RI signal (Figure S13). Such bimodal distributions could either be due to a poor 
control of the polymerization and/or be the consequence of mixed conformations, as already reported 
for such low molar masses enantiomerically pure polypeptides.28,40–42 

Inspired by Barz and coll.11 work, we also investigated the synthesis of a P(LGluOBn)x-b-PSarn by a so-
called “reverse” process to compare both processes. Neopentylamine was used as an initiator and 
added to the LGluOBn NCA solution in DMF. After the end of the CO2 release, total consumption of 
GluOBn NCA was confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy and the Sar NCA was then added to the reaction 
medium (Scheme 2). After total conversion, the copolymer was purified and characterized 
(PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80 (5), Table 2, Figures 3A, S14). An aliquot of the reaction medium, after total 
consumption of GluOBn NCA and before adding Sar NCA, was taken and purified by precipitation in 
methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE). The superposition of the SEC traces of the aliquot and the final 
copolymer displays a clear shift, proving a complete initiation of the second block and a good control of 
the polymerization (Figure 3A). 

A second analysis by SEC of PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80 (5), PSar66-b-PLGluOBn23 and PSar60-b-
PLGluOBn11 was performed on a SEC chain with a light scattering (LS) detector (Figure S15, Table 
S3), confirming a monomodal signal for PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80 (5) (Figure S15A) with a dispersity of 
1.28, and bimodal signals for PSar66-b-PLGluOBn23 (Figure S15B) and PSar60-b-PLGluOBn11 (Figure 
S15C). The molar mass distributions obtained by LS were linear, the bimodal distributions thus mean 
that two distinct populations of different molar masses were obtained. SEC does not provide information 
on whether the two populations have the same conformation or not. To provide another characterization, 
1H-DOSY NMR of PSar66-b-PLGluOBn23 was performed in DMSO-d6 (Figure S16). Only one diffusion 
coefficient was found at 73.5 µm.s-1, significantly lower than 188.4 µm.s-1 for the PSar S1 block (Figure 
S17), indicating that the copolymer was formed. However, some signals were not perfectly aligned (7.4, 
5.0 and 2.0 ppm were at a lower diffusion coefficient), and a second signal at a higher diffusion 
coefficient was detected at 7.4 ppm indicating the presence of impurities in this sample. The nature of 
these impurities was not investigated. Since the polymerization was performed at RT, it is possible that 
some pyroglutamate end-group was obtained,36 and it is also possible that some PSar was not initiated 
and/or that some PLGluOBn homopolymer was also formed.

Taken together, these results indicate that in our polymerization conditions, the “reverse” process is 
more controlled than the “normal” process for copolymers with a pure PLGluOBn block. This was not 
the case for Barz and coll.11 but their polymerization conditions differ with ours: their Sar NCA undergoes 
sublimation and polymerization is performed under dried nitrogen. Such drastic conditions might lead to 
a better control of the polymerization (lower dispersity, lower amount of impurities), but they can’t be 
scaled up for industrial applications. Since we were satisfied with the quality of PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80 
(5), the “reverse” process was also used to synthesize a copolymer with a pure DGluOBn block. A well-
defined PDGluOBn23-b-PSar70 (7) was obtained (Table 2, Figure 3B, S18). In the case of a racemic mix 
of LGluOBn NCA and DGluOBn NCA, the copolymer P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13)-b-PSar75 (9) was 
obtained (Table 2, Figures S19, S20). The NMR results are in good agreement with the theoretical 
values, but the Mn determined by SEC is much lower than the theoretical value and that the one obtained 
for the “normal” process (PSar70-b-P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13) (3a), Table 1). Therefore, we 
considered that the “normal” process was more suitable for the racemic PGluOBn block. 
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Scheme 2. One-pot synthesis of P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny)-b-PSarn copolymers: ROP of LGluOBn and/or 
DGluOBn NCAs using neopentylamine as initiator, directly followed by ROP of Sar NCA.

To investigate the influence of the chain-end on the self-assembly, the three reverse copolymers 
PLGluOBnx-b-PSarn, PDGluOBny-b-PSarn and P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny)-b-PSarn were acetylated 
using acetic anhydride under basic conditions. The three corresponding functionalized copolymers were 
isolated and characterized resulting in: PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80-Ac (6), PDGluOBn22-b-PSar68-Ac (8), and 
P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11)-b-PSar68-Ac (10) (Table 2). The methyl protons of the acetyl end-group 
were not identifiable as they are assumed to resonate at around 2.0 ppm and are most likely hidden 
under the methylene signals of the GluOBn moieties (2.1 – 1.5 ppm). 1H NMR spectra are presented in 
Figures S21–S23. However, the slight increase in Mn by SEC (Table 2, Figure 3) while the Mn and f 
calculated by 1H NMR are constant, is consistent with an effective acetylation of the copolymers. 

Table 2. Characteristics of the different P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny)-b-PSarn copolymers obtained by a one-pot 
polymerization of the PGluOBn block followed by the PSar block and an optionnal acetylation.

P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny)-b-PSarn

     Obtained
Targeted1

NMR3 SEC4

Name x y n Mn f T2 x + y n Mn f Mn Ð Yield

    (kg.mol-1) (%) (°C)   (kg.mol-1) (%) (kg.mol-1)   (%)

PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80 (5) 23 0 70 10.0 50 RT 23 80 10.8 53 10.1 1.22 91

PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80-Ac (6) 23 0 70 10.0 50 RT 23 80 10.8 53 11.4 1.19 77*

PDGluOBn23-b-PSar70 (7) 0 23 70 10.0 50 5 23 70 10.0 50 9.9 1.11 84

PDGluOBn22-b-PSar68-Ac (8) 0 23 70 10.0 50 5 22 68 9.7 50 10.6 1.09 69*

P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13)-b-PSar75 (9) 12 12 70 10.2 49 RT 25 75 10.7 50 7.0 1.38 89

P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11)-b-PSar68-Ac (10)  12 12 70 10.2 49  RT  22 68 9.7 50  8.2  1.23  77*

1 Targeted values are calculated according to x = n[LGluOBn NCA]0 /n[neopentylamine]0 and y = n[DGluOBn NCA]0 
/n[neopentylamine]0 and n = n[Sar NCA]0 /n[neopentylamine]0 in the copolymer synthesis using neopentylamine as initiator
2 Temperature of polymerization of the PGluOBn block
RT: room temperature
3 Determined by 1H NMR in DMSO-d6
4 Determined by SEC in DMF, RI detection, PS calibration
* Overall yield from the copolymer synthesis to the capping step for the acetylated copolymers (P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny)-b-
PSarn-Ac).
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Figure 3. SEC traces (DMF, RI detection) of: A) the PLGluOBn first block aliquot, PLGluOBnx-b-PSarn, and 
PLGluOBnx-b-PSarn-Ac and B) the PDGluOBn first block aliquot, PDGluOBnx-b-PSarn, and PDGluOBnx-b-PSarn-
Ac.

In the objective to better understand the secondary structures that could be involved, all copolymers 
were analyzed in solid form by FTIR spectroscopy (spectra in Figures S24–S37). As expected, 
copolymers containing an enantiomerically pure PGluOBn block (PLGluOBn or PDGluOBn) present 
wavelength values for the amide CO stretching I and II that may correspond to an α-helix secondary 
structure43,44 (Table S4). Sill and coll.29 established through circular dichroism spectroscopy that 
PEG273-b-PLGluOBn30-Ac presented a helical secondary structure whereas its « D/L-isomer mixture 
counterpart » PEG273-b-P(LGluOBn15-co-DGluOBn15)-Ac presented a random coil secondary structure. 
On the contrary, in the case of copolymers we synthesized in this work with a racemic PGluOBn block, 
the values of amide CO stretching I and II seem to correspond to α-helix secondary structures 
(Table S5). The differences observed with previous work might be explained by the nature of our system 
itself which is significantly different from the one mentioned above: nature of the hydrophilic block (PSar 
instead of PEG), size of the hydrophilic block (PSar of 2 or 5 kg.mol-1 instead of PEG of 12 kg.mol-1) 
resulting in less hydrophilic copolymers.

Finally, we have optimized the synthesis conditions for the different targeted copolymers. With racemic 
P(LGluOBn-co-DGluOBn) hydrophobic block, four copolymers with a hydrophilic PSar block of 2 or 5 
kg.mol-1 and a hydrophilic weight fraction of 20 or 50% were successfully synthesized and characterized. 
Furthermore, two additional copolymers were obtained by varying the nature of the hydrophobic block: 
pure L or pure D, using a so-called “reverse” process. For this purpose, the 5 kg.mol-1 hydrophilic PSar 
block with a 50% hydrophilic fraction design was selected. We evidenced that the “reverse” process 
allowed a better control of the polymerization of the PLGluOBn block, while the “normal” process was 
more suitable for the copolymer with the racemic P(LGluOBn-co-DGluOBn) block. The copolymers 
obtained by the reverse process are available in two forms depending of the chain-end nature: NH 
terminated or capped with an acetyl function. The ability of this series of copolymers to self-assemble 
and load paclitaxel was then studied. 

3.2 Formulation of paclitaxel-loaded nanoparticles
Amphiphilic diblock copolymers like our PSar-b-PGluOBn can self-assemble in water into nano-sized 
aggregates when used above their CMC.10,45–47 Different morphologies can be obtained according to the 
copolymer’s nature and hydrophilic fraction. This assembly is mainly caused by the hydrophobic effect 
between the hydrophobic core-forming chains: they tend to associate in order to minimize unfavorable 
contacts with water molecules. As for the hydrophilic chains, they tend both: to converge to limit the 
interactions between hydrophobic chains and water molecules, and also to distance themselves due to 
steric and electrostatic repulsions. Hydrophobic molecules of low molar mass can be physically 
entrapped in the core of the micelles during the self-assembly.45,47 The solubilization process is mainly 
due to hydrophobic interactions between the hydrophobic molecule and the hydrophobic core of the 
micelles. A scheme of the formation of our nanoparticles is presented in the Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Representative scheme of the formation of PTX-loaded nanoparticles based on our PSar-b-PGluOBn 
copolymers.

Different formulation techniques can be used to form such drug-loaded polymer nanoparticles.45,47 A 
nanoprecipitation process was reported for PEG-b-PLGluOBn copolymers using a mixture of DMF and 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) (3/7, v/v),20 pure THF,25,26 or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).11,27,28 For PSar-b-
PLGluOBn copolymers, Barz et al. reported a nanoprecipitation method,11 dialysis method,48 and a 
centrifugation technique.49 Since paclitaxel and the different PSar-b-PGluOBn copolymers described 
above were all soluble in pure DMF, we decided to perform a nanoprecipitation procedure similar to the 
literature,11 in which a solution of copolymer and paclitaxel in DMF at a feed weight ratio of 10% is 
injected into water in conditions well-above their CMC (Figure S38). The obtained NPs were purified by 
syringe filtration at 0.2 µm and gel filtration chromatography in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) to remove 
unloaded drug and DMF, while recovering the NPs in PBS, a frequently used aqueous buffer needed to 
ensure physiological pH and osmolarity required for biological applications.

DLS measurements were performed to measure the hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) of the NPs and their 
polydispersity index (PDI). Zeta-potential (ZP) measurements were performed to evaluate the surface 
charge of the NPs. The PTX concentration in the nanoparticles ([PTX]NPs) was determined by UPLC 
(Figures S39–S42) and used to evaluate PTX loading efficiency (LE). The copolymer concentration in 
the nanoparticles ([C]NPs) was measured by SEC (Figures S43–S52) and used to determine copolymer 
recovery (CR) and drug loading content (DLC). Finally, the residual DMF content was determined by 
HS-GC. Results from these characterizations are summarized in Table 3 and show that all suspensions 
indeed contained nano-sized particles successfully loaded with paclitaxel. Morphology of the NPs was 
also investigated by cryo-TEM (Figures 5, 6, S53).

The NPs’ size and size distribution varied according to the copolymer used in the nanoprecipitation. All 
NPs had a size below 200 nm, which is preferred for passive targeting applications. For PSarn-b-
P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny) copolymers with a racemic PGluOBn block, whether the PSar molar mass 
was 2 or 5 kg.mol-1, a hydrophilic fraction of 20% gave larger NPs than 50% with 27 and 22 nm for 
PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn4.5-co-DGluOBn4.5) (1) and PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn17-co-DGluOBn17) (2) (Figure 5) 
versus 109 and 83 nm for PSar63-b-P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11) (3c) and PSar58-b-P(LGluOBn40-co-
DGluOBn40) (4b) (Figure 5B), respectively. Cryo-TEM confirmed a difference in size between samples 
(Figure 5C–F). PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn4.5-co-DGluOBn4.5) (1) and PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn17-co-DGluOBn17) 
(2) NPs were a mix of different structures: small spherical particles, small elongated particles, cylindrical 
particles, and large spherical particles for PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn17-co-DGluOBn17) (2) sample. Whereas 
cryo-TEM of PSar63-b-P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11) (3c) only showed spherical particles and PSar58-b-
P(LGluOBn40-co-DGluOBn40) (4b) a mix of spherical and elongated particles. It is possible that the better 
homogeneity of morphologies of the PSar63-b-P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11) (3c) and PSar58-b-
P(LGluOBn40-co-DGluOBn40) (4b) samples compared to the PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn4.5-co-DGluOBn4.5) (1) 
and PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn17-co-DGluOBn17) (2) samples is due to their higher molar masses (PSar of 5 
kg.mol-1 versus 2 kg.mol-1), but since the temperature of synthesis was not the same (5 °C versus RT), 
this also might have impacted the L/D amino acid sequence arrangement given that FTIR data showed 
α-helix structures for all our copolymers. The presence of elongated particles for the PSar58-b-
P(LGluOBn40-co-DGluOBn40) (4b) sample (f = 20%, longer PGluOBn block) compared to PSar63-b-
P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11) (3c) NPs (f = 50%), was not particularly expected since kinetically trapped 
structures were assumed due to the rapid nanoprecipitation technique that was chosen, so the resulting 
morphology was not necessarily the one obtained at the thermodynamic equilibrium. In the literature, 
elongated nanoparticles have been reported for the enantiomerically pure PLGluOBn polymer,26,50 with 
a larger aspect ratio for higher molar masses of PLGluOBn,50 which is consistent with our findings. 
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Zeta-potential of NPs formed with the four PSarn-b-P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny) copolymers with a 
racemic PGluOBn block, were all slightly negative with values between –6 and –18 mV (Table 3). 
Interestingly, the lowest ZPs were obtained for the copolymers with f = 20% (PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn17-co-
DGluOBn17) (2) and PSar58-b-P(LGluOBn40-co-DGluOBn40) (4b)) and there was no correlation between 
ZP and PSar block length. Since paclitaxel was also loaded in the NPs, it is possible that some of the 
PTX was absorbed on the surface of the NPs and impacted the apparent ZP.

Figure 5. A, B) Size distribution by DLS, and C – F) cryo-TEM pictures of paclitaxel-loaded nanoparticles in PBS 
formed with: PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn4.5-co-DGluOBn4.5) (1) (A light blue, C), PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn17-co-DGluOBn17) (2) 
(A dark blue, D), PSar63-b-P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11) (3c) (B light red, E), and PSar58-b-P(LGluOBn40-co-
DGluOBn40) (4b) (B dark red, F).

For PLGluOBnx-b-PSarn and PDGluOBny-b-PSarn copolymers and their acetylated version, the four 
types of NPs were all small and well-defined with Dh between 27 and 31 nm and PDI between 0.01 and 
0.06 (Figure 6A, B and Table 3). Cryo-TEM images showed that PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80 (5), 
PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80-Ac (6) and PDGluOBn22-b-PSar68-Ac (8) NPs were a mix of small spherical and 
elongated particles and longer cylindrical particles (Figure 6C, D, F respectively) and PDGluOBn23-b-
PSar70 (7) NPs were a mix of particulates and small elongated particles (Figure 6E). The elongated 
particles and cylindrical particles are more present for these PLGluOBnx-b-PSarn and PDGluOBny-b-
PSarn copolymers made of enantiomerically pure hydrophobic blocks compared to the PSarn-b-
P(LGluOBnx-co-DGluOBny) copolymers composed of a racemic hydrophobic block for a 5 kg.mol-1 PSar. 
The particulate morphology was already reported for a PEG-b-PLGluOBn system,27 but to the best of 
our knowledge, no one had yet reported a self-assembly study on a PDGluOBn system including 
PDGluOBn-b-PSar. Zeta-potential of NPs was slightly positive for PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80 (5), and 
PDGluOBn23-b-PSar70 (7) (+3 mV and +21 mV respectively) and slightly negative for their acetylated 
counterparts PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80-Ac (6) and PDGluOBn22-b-PSar68-Ac (8) (–10 mV and –5 mV 
respectively) indicating that capping with an acetyl group contributes to decreasing the surface charge 
of the NPs, which is consistent with a previous report indicating an enhanced stealthiness of 
polysarcosine through acetylation.51
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Figure 6. A, B) Size distribution by DLS, and C – F) cryo-TEM pictures of paclitaxel-loaded nanoparticles in PBS 
formed with: PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80 (5) (A light green, C), PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80-Ac (6) (A dark green, D), 
PDGluOBn23-b-PSar70 (7) (B light orange, E), and PDGluOBn22-b-PSar68-Ac (8) (B dark orange, F).

In additional experiments, P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13)-b-PSar75 (9) and P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11)-
b-PSar68-Ac (10) were also formulated with paclitaxel and characterized (Table S6, Figure S53). The 
size of P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13)-b-PSar75 (9) NPs was similar to the PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80 (5) and 
PDGluOBn23-b-PSar70 (7) NPs with Dh = 31 nm (PDI = 0.01, Figure S53A). P(LGluOBn11-co-
DGluOBn11)-b-PSar68-Ac (10) NPs were bigger with Dh = 57 nm (PDI = 0.11). The size increase was not 
observed for the PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80-Ac (6) and PDGluOBn22-b-PSar68-Ac (8) NPs. Cryo-TEM images 
showed a mixture of small elongated particles, spherical objects that seem to be vesicles for 
P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13)-b-PSar75 (9) NPs (Figure S53B), and small elongated particles and 
particulates and/or vesicles for P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11)-b-PSar68-Ac (10) (Figure S53C), and not 
spherical nanoparticles like for PSar63-b-P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11) (3c) NPs (Figure 5E). Since 
P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13)-b-PSar75 (9) was synthesized at RT, it is again possible that the L/D amino 
acid sequence in the racemic block is different between P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13)-b-PSar75 (9) and 
PSar63-b-P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11) (3c). The zeta-potential was slightly lower for P(LGluOBn11-co-
DGluOBn11)-b-PSar68-Ac (10) NPs compared to P(LGluOBn13-co-DGluOBn13)-b-PSar75 (9) NPs, 
consistent with what was observed for the PLGluOBnx-b-PSarn and PDGluOBny-b-PSarn NPs and their 
acetylated version. 

Overall, on the ten different copolymer NPs obtained, paclitaxel loading was similar between samples 
with PTX concentration ranging from 0.39 to 0.58 g.L-1 and LE from 63 to 84% (Tables 3, S6). It should 
be noted that the samples were diluted during the gel filtration chromatography, as expected, but with a 
slight difference in dilution factors (DF = 1.2 – 1.6) due to manual fraction collection, which resulted in 
the discrepancy between [PTX] and LE, when for example a [PTX] of 0.73 g.L-1 could have been 
expected for a LE of 73%, while 0.55 g.L-1 was obtained (DF = 1.3 for PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn4.5-co-
DGluOBn4.5) (1) NPs). PTX apparent solubility in aqueous buffer was thus significantly improved using 
PSar-b-PGluOBn NPs with up to 580 µg.mL-1, compared to less than 0.1 µg.mL-1 for free PTX according 
to the litterature,52 hence an apparent solubility increase of a factor 5800. We also performed a control 
experiment using the same nanoprecipitation procedure and only PTX (without polymer). PTX 
precipitated during the addition of the PTX solution in DMF into water. After filtration through 0.2 µm, 
only 0.014 g.L-1 (14 µg.mL-1) of [PTX] was obtained in the H2O/DMF mixture at 9/1 v/v. No further 
purification by gel filtration chromatography in PBS was performed at the risk of being close to the limit 
of detection of our method (0.2 µg.mL-1), but this experiment further proved the benefit of our 
copolymers.
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The copolymer concentration in NPs was ranging from 2.8 to 6.9 g.L-1, copolymer recovery from 34 to 
91%, and drug loading contents from 7 to 15% (Tables 3, S6). The PLGluOBnx-b-PSarn and 
PDGluOBny-b-PSarn copolymer NPs and their acetylated version (5–8) exhibited low CR, resulting in 
DLC higher than theoretically possible (9%). This could be due to the loss of polymer during the different 
purification steps, especially since only the PTX-concentrated fractions were combined after the gel 
filtration column to maximize [PTX]NPs. Another reason might be that polymer loss occurred during 
sample preparation for analysis by SEC. Indeed, since the salts in PBS are not fully soluble in DMF LiBr, 
the filtration of the samples before injection into the SEC system may have removed a fraction of the 
polymer in addition to the salts.

Advantageously, all nanoparticles had low traces of DMF (< 38 ppm, Tables 3, S6), well below the 
acceptable limit of 880 ppm for pharmaceuticals according to the international conference harmonization 
guidelines,53 further proving that paclitaxel was only solubilized in PBS due to self-assembly of the PSar-
b-PGluOBn copolymers. Colloidal stability of the nanoparticles was investigated upon storage at 4 °C 
and after one freeze-thaw cycle (Table S7). After storage for 8 to 12 days at 4 °C, nanoparticles of (4b), 
(5), (7) and (8) were all stable. After one freeze-thaw cycle, NPs of (1) to (8) were all fairly stable. More 
precisely, NPs of (5) and (7) were less stable than NPs of (6) and (8), showing the advantage of 
acetylation.
Table 3. Characteristics of paclitaxel-loaded nanoparticles in PBS formed with the different PSar-b-PGluOBn 
copolymers using the same nanoprecipitation conditions: Dh, PDI, ZP, DF, [PTX]NPs, LE, [C]NPs, CR, DLC, DMF 
content.

DLS ZP UPLC SEC HS-GC

Copolymer Dh
(nm)

PDI ZP 
(mV)

ZP 
derivation

(mV)

DF [PTX]NPs
(g.L-1)

LE
(%)

[C]NPs
(g.L-1)

CR
(%)

DLC
(%)

DMF
content
(ppm)

PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn4.5-co-DGluOBn4.5) (1) 30 0.08 –6 ± 2 5 ± 2 1.3 0.55 73% 6.9 91% 7% 22

PSar28-b-P(LGluOBn17-co-DGluOBn17) (2) 118 0.20 –23 ± 2 12 ± 5 1.6 0.39 63% 4.7 75% 8% 15

PSar63-b-P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11) (3c) 42 0.20 –10 ± 2 17 ± 6 1.4 0.58 83% 5.6 80% 9% 16

PSar58-b-P(LGluOBn40-co-DGluOBn40) (4b) 63 0.17 –15 ± 5 13 ± 6 1.5 0.55 80% 5.9 86% 8% 24

PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80 (5) 31 0.06 3 ± 2 4 ± 1 1.5 0.57 84% 4.3 63% 12% 17

PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80-Ac (6) 27 0.03 –10 ± 1 8 ± 4 1.2 0.51 62% 2.8 34% 15% 23

PDGluOBn23-b-PSar70 (7) 28 0.01 21 ± 1 3 ± 1 1.5 0.56 83% 4.1 60% 12% 32

PDGluOBn22-b-PSar68-Ac (8) 27 0.02 –5 ± 4 12 ± 4 1.5 0.52 78% 3.1 46% 15% 18

To conclude, for hydrophilic fraction of 50%, the PSar63-b-P(LGluOBn11-co-DGluOBn11) (3c) NPs 
(racemic PGluOBn block synthesized at 5 °C in a two-step process starting with PSar 5 kg.mol-1) are 
the most well-defined NPs with a spherical morphology. PLGluOBnx-b-PSarn and PDGluOBny-b-PSarn 
copolymers, especially after acetylation, are of interest since they are smaller and still have high 
paclitaxel loaded concentrations. For a hydrophilic fraction of 20%, PSar58-b-P(LGluOBn40-co-
DGluOBn40) (4b) NPs (PSar 5 kg.mol-1, synthesized at 5 °C) performed better than PSar28-b-
P(LGluOBn17-co-DGluOBn17) (2) NPs (PSar 2 kg.mol-1, synthesized at RT), especially since NPs were 
more homogeneous in size and morphology, had the lowest zeta-potential, and one of the highest 
loading efficiencies among the ten obtained NPs.

Finally, a screening of the formulation conditions (FWR and FR) was performed with PSar58-b-
P(LGluOBn40-co-DGluOBn40) (4b) by adapting our formulation procedure (Table S8). For FWR 5%, the 
NPs size right after nanoprecipitation decreased when increasing the FR, a trend that can be expected 
when forcing a rapid self-assembly, but the NPs size after purification was very similar around 45 nm. 
LE were higher than 73% for the three FR. For FWR 10%, no impact on the nanoparticle size was 
observed after nanoprecipitation, which might be explained by the impact of a higher LE and [PTX]NPs 
on the NPs size, compared to FWR 5%. For FWR 20%, samples were opaque after nanoprecipitation, 
LE was lower than 46% and visible precipitates were observed after storage one day at 4 °C, meaning 
that this FWR was too high in these conditions. The best condition was a FWR of 10% and FR of 1 
mL.min-1 that led to NPs of 44 nm in diameter, with a PDI of 0.04, a LE of 92% and a [PTX]NPs of 0.66 
g.L-1, the highest LE and PTX concentrations of this entire work.
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4 Conclusions
In order to study the influence of parameters such as hydrophilic fraction, molar mass, nature of the 
hydrophobic block (racemic, pure L or pure D) on the formulation process and drug loading efficiency, 
we synthesized different polysarcosine-block-poly(benzyl glutamate) PSar-b-PGluOBn amphiphilic 
copolymers. We have optimized the polymerization conditions while maintaining industrially compatible 
process by varying the polymerization temperature of the PGluOBn block and the sequence of 
polymerization of the blocks. Indeed, the polymerization of the racemic P(LGluOBn-co-DGluOBn) block 
was controlled starting with a PSar macroinitiator, taking care to perform it at 5 °C for a long block of 90 
repeat units. As a result, four copolymers containing racemic PGluOBn block were successfully obtained 
and characterized with a PSar block of 2 or 5 kg.mol-1 of molar mass and a hydrophilic fraction of 20 or 
50%. PLGluOBnx-b-PSarn and PDGluOBny-b-PSarn copolymers with an enantiomerically pure PGluOBn 
block were also successfully obtained by using a so-called “reverse” process as well as corresponding 
acetylated copolymers.

Ten different nanoparticles based on ten PSar-b-PGluOBn copolymers were formed by the same 
nanoprecipitation technique and were extensively characterized. All copolymer nanoparticles were 
shown to be successfully loaded with paclitaxel, a hydrophobic drug model, proving that PSar-b-
PGluOBn are interesting excipients that can be used to increase the apparent solubility in water of 
paclitaxel up to 6600 times. Nanoparticles based on the two copolymers PSar63-b-P(LGluOBn11-co-
DGluOBn11) (3c) and PSar58-b-P(LGluOBn40-co-DGluOBn40) (4b) with a racemic hydrophobic block 
synthesized at 5 °C stand out in shape since they are respectively homogeneous spherical and 
elongated nanoparticles and possess a high loading efficiency and copolymer recovery. Nanoparticles 
based on PLGluOBn23-b-PSar80-Ac (6) and PDGluOBn22-b-PSar68-Ac (8) can also be of interest as 
nanoparticles of smaller size and of a different nature of PGluOBn block (pure L or pure D). The 
therapeutic potential of our paclitaxel-loaded PSar-b-PGluOBn nanoparticles against cancer could be 
investigated in future experiments.
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